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Abstract

The robust detection of curvilinear structures from contours represents an important cue for
most computer vision systems� However� the analysis of �D images of a scene is a di�cult task�
made of under constrained� ill posed problems� Perceptual Organization is one contribution of
psychovisual theories to computer vision� It provides generic approaches for the perception of
scenes� necessary to reduce constraints and solve ambiguities�

The purpose of this paper is to propose an e�cient method� based on Gestalt rules� to de�
tect salient contours and extract elements of representation from complexe scenes� The proposed
grouping strategy is hierarchical and divided in three levels of organization�

The �rst level is based on the saliency network framework� A quality function based on curva�
ture� co�circularity� continuity and orientation is optimized throughout a network of locally con�
nected elements� The purpose of this level is to reduce the complexity of visual tasks by selecting
the most salient linear structures from contours� We propose a generic formalism for the conception
of such networks� a more stable family of quality functions� a new algorithm for optimization and
criteria for selection of a set of salient groups after optimization� Salient groups of edge elements
play a role of focus of attention for the second level of organization� Hypotheses of segments�
arcs and points of interest are proposed from each salient group and grouped following rules of
parallelism� proximity� continuity to create a reduced set of representative elements of contours�
Finaly� we illustrate the �nal level of organization with an application to junction detection and
matching on digital and real scenes�

The main caracteristic of our approach is the separation between a general strategy of organiza�
tion and grouping modules specialized for a de�ned task� Salient elements are de�ned by generic
properties� A certain amount of ambiguities and redundancies is necessary to allow the detection
of multi�scale structures� This work insists on the manipulation of complexe scenes� on usual sys�
tems� It has been applied to various type of scenes� from satellite and medical imaging to indoor
and outdoor scenes� The quality of results con�rm the robustness of this approach in cluttered
environments�
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� Introduction

One possible de�nition for Computer Vision is the automatic inference of decisions from pictures
with the help of computers� In this context� extracting one or many representations from the image
of a scene plays a fundamental role�

From antic philosophies to modern psycho�visual theories� two major conceptions of visual
perception have lead to di�erent approaches for Computer Vision� The Reconstructive approach
�Marr� �	
�� �Tarr and Black� �		�� seeks to build an internal representation of the scene and
perform reection from that representation� The Purposive approach �Aloimonos et al�� �	

� ar�
gues that decisions and actions can be performed from direct perceptions and partial represen�
tations �Aloimonos� �		�� �Bajcsy� �	

� �Ballard and Brown� �		�� � Recent work about visual
perception at biological and psychological levels tend to show that both approaches are part
of the process of vision� These lead to the emergence of the Systemic approach �Jolion� �		��
�Christensen and Madsen� �		�� taking visual perception as a complex system between the viewer
and its environment�

In the context of Reconstructive vision� the interpretation of an image in terms of objects in
a scene and the determination of relationships between these objects is a di�cult task of N�P
complexity when applied directly to images of low level primitives� Though it is well known and
solved in particular cases� such as industrial applications �Batchelor and Whelan� �		�� with well
de�ned objects and environments� it remains an open problem in less well de�ned systems�

In order to reduce this complexity� it is often necessary to make assumptions about the observed
environment� the illumination applied to it� the type of action expected �motion planning � recog�
nition �� or even about e�ciency constraints �real time ��� Other ways exist� like the study of the
human visual system�

��� Perceptual Grouping and Computer Vision

Human Vision shows the existence of numerous mechanisms� the purpose of which is to continu�
ously guide perception through the constant ow of visual information� Many of these mechanisms
have been applied to Computer Vision� At a biological level� multiple views� focus of attention
or arti�cial retina with polar resolution have proved to be helpful in solving ambiguities of the
visual search� At a psychological level� one possible contribution comes from Perceptual Grouping�
Taking its roots in Gestalt Psychology �Wertheimer� �	�
� � Perceptual Grouping is related to the
immediate organization� by human vision� of visual cues into perceptually signi�cant groups�

(1)

(2)

(3) (4)

Figure �� Gestalt rules � ��� Proximity ��� Similarity ��� Symmetry ��� Closure and
Continuity

This phenomenon happens immediately� without prior knowledge of the content of a scene� Very
simple psycho�visual experiments clearly show the importance of this mechanism� as well as the
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Figure �� Gestaltqualit�at � Inner quality of a shape

Figure �� Pragnanz � �D or �D interpretation according to the visual context

inuence of relationships between objects in a picture� From these relationships were derived a set
of collaborative or competing rules of grouping such as proximity� similarity� symmetry� continuity
or familiarity � Fig� ��

Perceptual organization plays an important role in reducing the complexity of visual search by
guiding the perception of �structure� before interpreting the content of the observed scenes� This
process is related to more general principles of Gestaltqualit�at� quality of �good shape� � Fig� �
� and Pragnanz� a tendency toward simplicity� stability and familiarity according to the visual
context � Fig� ��

The role of Perceptual Grouping in Computer Vision su�ered from the lack of formalism and
the descriptive nature �as opposed to predictive theories� of Gestalt Psychology� In order to use
it in computational terms� many attempts have been made to provide a formalism for perceptual
organization� each representing only a fraction of these mechanisms �Witkin and Tenenbaum� �	
��
�

Despite these di�culties of representation� the application of perceptual grouping to computer
vision has been subject to various approaches �Sarkar and Boyer� �		�b� �

This complex combinatorial problem is usually expressed as the grouping together of points of
interest into larger structures � such as chains or regions �� Other approaches are possible� according
to the nature and complexity of the primitives used for grouping� These primitives can be grouped
according to undetermined shapes � such as segments� curves� or regions � or parametric shapes
� circles� squares� ellipses �� Finally� the groupings are used to more easily initiate a model�based
shape recognition system� Very few attempts have been made to group larger structures�

From a more practical point of view� two major approaches have been used to solve the prob�
lem of Perceptual Grouping� On one hand� algorithmic methods can model grouping as the
construction of graphs based on geometric properties such as suggested by Lowe �Lowe� �	
��
�Horaud et al�� �		�� � On the other hand� it can be viewed as the de�nition of measures of energy
or probability� and the optimization of this measure over every possible groups �H�erault� �		��
�Guy and Medioni� �		�� �Williams and Thornber� �		�� �

� Representation of linear structures with perceptual grouping

The work described in this paper uses the perspective of perceptual grouping to structure images
into signi�cant visual elements� We propose a complete system to extract visually important
features from the contours of an image and give useful elements of representation of the scene for
a higher recognition process� The importance of contours as visual cues has been already widely
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Figure �� Examples of detection of contours

demonstrated as we are reminded each time we observe a line drawing�
Our method separates three levels of perceptual organization� The Elementary level organizes

pixels of contours into salient chains� Its purpose is to tackle down the complexity of feature
extraction with a robust estimation of structural saliency of contour elements� At the second level�
Intermediate groups such as Segments� Arcs and Points of Interest are extracted from salient chains�
Finally� these elements of representation are organized into High level groups with an example of
structural matching between two images� As opposed to looking for a single framework to achieve
the extraction of structures� one of the features of our method is the use of techniques of di�erent
nature for each level of grouping�

� Elementary Grouping

First we seek to extract the salient curvilinear structures from images after the detection of
contour or ridges� The role of this preliminary step is to reduce the combinatorial complexity of
the visual search by extracting the main elements of interest from the scene� In order to group
pixels of contours into linear structures� this level has to cope with the various perturbations and
discontinuities introduced by the detection of contours� Finally� the robustness expected from this
level has to be compatible with e�cient computation � Fig� ��

We propose to use optimization techniques for this level� in particular those involving a measure
of saliency as they can provide an e�cient focus of attention on important structures in the image�
More precisely� the method we developed for this level is inspired by a Saliency Network of locally
connected elements as de�ned by Shashua and Ullman in �Shashua and Ullman� �	

� � From this
optimization scheme� we de�ne generic principles for the construction of salient networks and the
e�cient extraction of salient groups after optimization�

��� Saliency Networks

A generic de�nition of a saliency network is a graph of locally connected elements� The nodes of
this graph are taken from a set of visual primitives P � The arcs are connecting elements between
primitives� de�ned in a certain neighborhood V around each primitive� Within this context� a
group is de�ned as a path between a certain number of nodes� A quality function F is also de�ned
in order to rate the compatibility of a group with a set of structural relationships� The graph is
then used to optimize this function and compute a measure of saliency S for each primitive P �
de�ned as the quality of the best group crossing P �

The optimization scheme� inspired by Dynamic Programming �Montanari� �	��� allows an itera�
tive construction of the best groups crossing each primitive� One of the most important properties
of the graph is to perform an evaluation of the saliency of each primitive in a relaxation process in�
volving only local computations� The output of the network is a saliency map rating the likelihood
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Figure �� Example of group between locally connected primitive in a Saliency

Network� The linear group crosses P through two directions� v � e� and v � e���

The saliency for P is the maximum value for the qualities of possible groups

crossing P �

for each primitive to belong to more global structures�
Our contribution to this method is to provide a new formalism for the quality function� a di�erent

optimization procedure and �nally� a set of heuristics for the extraction of the most salient groups
from the network�

��� Construction of Saliency Networks

The choice for a generic expression of saliency networks is necessary to make the method appli�
cable to di�erent primitives than pixels of contours� As a result of this conception of such networks�
we applied the method to the grouping of pixels and to chains of pixels�

Neighborhood around primitives

In both case� the de�nition of neighborhood plays an important role in the quality of the
results� The connecting elements between a primitive and its neighbors can be considered as
a set of possible directions for groups crossing this primitive� A �small� neighborhood can
result in giving a crude aspect to the �nal groups� On the contrary� a neighborhood too large
will make the method too demanding in computational resources to be applicable ��

Structural relationships and quality function

The quality function can be viewed as the measure of the compatibility between primitives
and elements of connection for a group� The function de�ned in the original method was a
weighted sum of local contributions for each element of the group� The weights combined
constraints involving the global curvature of a group of pixels and the amount of discontinu�
ities along the group� We argue that a better stability in the detection of salient structures
can result from the choice of internal and external inuences using the same formalism as
the energy of �snakes� �Kass et al�� �	
�� �Lai and Chin� �		�� �

� External inuences are constraints imposed by the image on the groups� They can relate
for example to the amount of discontinuities� grey level values along a group� gradient
values or common orientation of consecutive elements of contour�

� Internal inuences are structural relationships related to the shape of the group� They
can involve evaluations of global curvature or co�circularity for example�

�If v is the average number of neighbors around each primitive� it is necessary to store v values of quality for
each primitive� This can become a serious limitation when using large pictures� such as satellite or medical images�
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As the inuences are opposed by construction� salient groups will be the best compromise
between these inuences� The �nal quality function is a linear combination of each normalized
inuence� Let K be the number of relationships Ri��� for a group �� The quality function is
de�ned by �

F ��� �

KX

i��

�iRi��� with �i� �i � � and� Ri��� � � ���

The parameters �i allow a �ne tuning of the respective inuences of each relationship on
the quality function� The di�erence with the model of active contours is that we seek to
maximize the quality function instead of minimizing an energy�

Measure of saliency

From the quality function� we can derive the saliency of a primitive P as the quality of the
best group starting from P in the direction of the elements vi � V�P � �

S�P � � Max
���n�P �

Sn��� ���

where �n�P � is the set of every possible group � of length n crossing the primitive P � More
formally� a group � crosses P following two directions de�ned by the elements v and v� The
saliency of the group can be written as a bi�lateral function for each structural relationship �

Sn� � � �

KX

k��

�i�R
n
k � v � �Rn

k � v � �Hk�P� v� v � � ���

Each Rn
k � v � is the quality of one of the structural relationships de�ned earlier� The role of

the functions Hk� � � is to correct possible artifacts due to the sum lateral contributions�

A recursive expression for each structural relationship is necessary to optimize it using the
saliency network� The key to this method is the choice of a certain type of function� called
extensible function�

De�nition � A function �N ���� de�ned over N values ei� ei��� � � � � ei�N is said extensible if
and only if �

Max
�N �ei�

�N �ei� ei��� � � � � ei�N � � Max
ei�����ei�

���ei� Max
�N���ei���

�N���ei��� � � � � ei�N ��

This de�nition� inspired by dynamic programming� makes it possible to reduce to �Nv��� �N
out of �Nv � ��N possibilities � the search space for groups of N elements starting from the
element ei� This type of quality function allows also a recursive construction of optimal
groups around each primitive�

We assume that the functions Rn
k � � � are extensible� and that their recursive expression can

be written as follows �

Rk
�n�� �� ei � � Qk� ei � � � � Max

ej���ei�
fPk� ei� ej � � Rk

�n �� ej �g ���

where Qk� ei � is the local contribution from ei to P and � � � � � the attenuation of new
contributions with distance�

Max
ej���ei�

fPk� ei� ej � �Rk
�n �� ej �g

is the best contribution to ei from its neighbors� The function Pk� ei� ej � is used to allow
more or less con�dence to this contribution according to the con�guration between ei and ej �
Both functions Pk and Qk are derived from the recursive expression of the quality function�

�In a similar way� �n�vi� refers to the set of possible groups of length n starting from P in the direction of the
element vi� If we note Pi the primitive connected to P via vi� then ���vi� is written ��vi� and corresponds to the
neighborhood of Pi

�If Nv is the average number of neighbors in V�P �� �Nv��� is the number of possible elements to extend a group
arriving in a primitive from the element ei�
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��� Recursive optimization

The optimization process performs a relaxation on the recursive expression of each structural
relationship Rn

s � � ��
Each element ei around a primitive is associated to a state variable Rn

s � ei � representing the
saliency of the best group of length n starting from P in the direction of the element ei� The
variable is initialized by the local contributions of the elements�

R���
s �ei� � Qs� ei �

From equation ���� the value of the variable is updated by �nding the pair of elements
� ei� ej �� ej � ��ei� contributing the most to the state of the element ei�

P
v1

v2

v3 v4

v5

Figure 	� Example of a primitive P and 
ve connecting elements

Pairing of elements

The choice of the best pair of elements at this level can have a strong inuence on the result
of the optimization� For example� in �Shashua and Ullman� �		�� � Shashua and Ullman used
disjoint sets of pairs around each primitive to force the network to converge to a partition of
optimized groups� However� this constraint was too strong since it excluded every intersection
and junction�

In a similar fashion� our method �nds the best pairs of elements before each iteration� This
level is performed by de�ning an application between neighbors of the same primitive�

� � V�P � ��� V�P �
vi �� vj � vj �� vi

This application allows some pairs to be inhibitory to avoid unwanted con�gurations between
elements� The �gure � shows an example of a primitive with its connecting elements� In this
example� v� provides the best contribution to the primitive� v�� v� and v� provide the same
contribution and v	 provides the lowest contribution� The role of � is to make sure that
the pairs remain as reversible as possible while associating always the best elements� In this
example� the pair �v	� v�� is inhibited as their corresponding primitives are too close� and v	
should be paired with v�� v� or v�� By comparison� the original method would have paired
all the elements with v��

Updating the saliency

Contributions from each element are di�used throughout the network using the following
procedure�

Rk
�n�� �� ei � � Qk� ei � � � � Cn� ei �

If a reversible pair has been de�ned for ei during the previous step� the corresponding element
is used in priority �

Cn� ei � � Pk� ei� ��ei� � �Rk
�n ����ei� � ���

�



If there is no existing pair� the neighbor contributing the most to the state of ei is taken�

Cn� ei � � Max
ej���ei�

fPk� ei� ej � � Rk
�n �� ej �g ���

For each iteration� this global contribution takes into account more distant primitives� Along
the optimization� primitives within global structures are enforced by contributions from other
primitives of the structure whereas isolated primitives receive little contribution�

The output is a value for the saliency of each primitive in the network� In addition to this
saliency map� a pair of elements � ei� ej � around a primitive P represents the best direction to
follow for a group arriving in P from the direction ei� This information is fundamental for the
extraction of the most salient groups�

��� Selection of groups

As a result of the optimization� any primitive in the image can be a starting point for an
optimized group following the best connections from a pair to another� The optimization reduces
the number of possible groups to a single solution for each starting point�

The original method proposed by Shashua and Ullman does rather well for the detection of
a single structure in a cluttered image� Unfortunately� it su�ers from several drawbacks when
applied to natural scenes with multiple salient structures� The following of the best connections is
not enough to extract coherent structures from the scene� Experiments on various scenes showed
how groups can easily �jump� between salient structures� especially around junctions and occlusions�

                        

Figure �� Contours detection from the intensity image of a scene�

                        

Figure �� Examples of individual groups after optimization� The chain in grey represents
the starting point of the goup in the saliency network�

We propose a di�erent approach to extract multiple salient structures from these networks� As
a single group is not enough to reect a coherent structure in the image� we argue that the sum
of multiple groups is enough to cover the salient structures and reject noise and accidental groups�
The reduction of the number of optimized groups makes it possible to compute every group from






the primitives available� The �nal solutions are then selected according to their starting point and
their global quality with a simple threshold of the following criteria�

� Local saliency

This value represents the local importance of a primitive � intensity or gradient for a pixel
or contour� normalized sum of gradients for a chain of pixels ��

� Accumulation

Each group votes for the primitives it aggregates� After following every possible group� the
primitives with high votes have a higher probability to belong to important groups�

� Global saliency

The sum of values for the quality function of every pair of elements in a group�

            

Figure � Final selection of � groups out of �	� chains in the original image�

Groups corresponding to any of these criteria are selected� Experiments are currently being
carried on to de�ne a single criterium from these thresholds�

��� Applications and results

The algorithmic complexity of the optimization process is directly related to the number of
primitives� as well as the average number of neighboring elements� It is the order of O� v� �N � p ��
if N is the length of the expected groupings � it is also the number of iterations �� p the number of
primitives to group together and v the average number of neighbors around each primitive�

During the optimization� the number of iterations is related to the distance between contour
elements we want to connect� For example� in the case of pixels� the length of the widest gap gives
the minimum of iterations required to �ll gaps along the curves of the image� Usually� the number
of iterations is set to the number of elements expected in the �nal groups�

We must remember that the optimized groupings tend to be smoothed as they receive more
global contributions� Thus� a high number of iterations means a loss in the precision of the selected
curves� Like the complexity� the time required for this process is directly related to the number of
primitives to group together � on a SPARCstation �� this time is about � second per iteration for
���� chains to group and an average of �� neighboring elements � the number of iterations ranges
from �� to ��� depending on the scenes �� The only parameters involved into the optimization
process are the coe�cient of each contribution in the Quality function ��i � and the number of
iterations�

This methodology has been tested on the grouping of pixels� �Montesinos and Alquier� �		�� �
and extended to the grouping of chains of pixels �Alquier and Montesinos� �		�� �

The grouping of pixels of contours uses a static neighborhood of �� elements� The quality
function involves terms of global curvature and co�circularity for internal inuences and terms of
continuity in intensity and orientations for external inuences�

By comparison� the grouping of chains of pixels uses a dynamic neighborhood around end�points
of chains� The external inuences for the quality function involve terms of continuity and respective
orientations at end�points� The internal inuences use di�erences of angles and co�circularity�

	



Results on several synthetic and natural pictures show the relevancy of this approach� It is
generic enough to be applied to more complex primitives� such as parallelograms or simple shapes�

� Experiments on pixels

These extreme situations show the robustness of the method to perturbations� The results
were selected manually to demonstrate the existance of a circular solution among every
possible group�

� Experiments on chains

In these test scenes� groups were selected using the thresholds� This procedure is a semi�
automatic selection as opposed to a manual choice of the �nal groups� The selected groups
are represented in black and the rejected primitives in grey� The most important outcome of
the grouping of chains is the signi�cant reduction of computational ressources needed for the
grouping � to the order of � second by iteration as opposed to a minute for pixels on similar
scenes ��

� Results on real Images

This scene� like the remaining �gures of this paper� shows an example of semi�automatic
selection of groups of chains� The chains in black represent �	
 primitives detected as salient
structures out of ���
 chains in the saliency network � in grey �� The chains correspond to
contours elements�

The following results demonstrate the adaptability of the method to various scenes� Every
class of example have been treated using the same parameters�                        

Figure ��� Grouping of pixels � Ellipse with white noise

                        

Figure ��� Grouping of salient chains

��



                        

Figure ��� Original image � chains of contours � ���� elementary chains

            

Figure ��� Groups � �� salient chains

��



            

Figure ��� Original image and crest lines detection�

                        

Figure ��� Selection of �	 salient groups of pixels �left� and  salient groups of chains
�right�

� Intermediate Grouping

We showed how Perceptual Grouping can provide a reduced set of salient structures to the shape
extraction level� The number of candidates is bounded by the number of primitives in the image
before grouping� Unlike the chains produced by the classical piecewise polygonal approximation�
groups after optimization and selection are longer� uniform� smooth� and allow curves�

��� Structural organization

The purpose of this second step is to build a hierarchy of primitives and relationships between
them� Algorithmic methods of perceptual organization are well suited to the representation of
groups according to relational graphs� The approach we propose for this level starts with the
extraction of hypothesis from each selected group using classical segmentation techniques� It
is important to note that the choice of these techniques is independent from our framework of
perceptual grouping� This modular approach is necessary to easily adapt our method to a wide
range of situations by choosing the most appropriate technique for each situation�

By order of complexity� the �rst primitives detected on the groups are �points of interest� � simple
junctions � collinearity� tangency� inexion� corners �� multiple junctions � vertices� occlusion �� The
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other primitives represent the way in which these points are connected to each other � �segments�
� straight lines � and �arcs� � smooth curvature �� We adopted a multi�resolution approach for the
detection of �segments� and �arcs� in order to reduce ambiguities in the perception of each visual
element� A certain degree of redundancies is tolerated to allow multiple interpretations of the same
features�

These hypotheses are then organized according to perceptual rules to form graphs of geometric
primitives� The groups extracted from the �rst level provide a focus of attention� Since the
presence of multiple linear structures of interest produces a certain amount of overlap between
groups� this step is necessary to remove redundant features for the same scale of segmentation� At
this level� structural grouping between segments and between curves produces a simple set of the
most probable geometrical features for a given scale�

��� Segments

The extraction of straight lines from the selected groups corresponds to the classic problem of
the Polygonal Approximation of a chain of pixels� Two major approaches can be de�ned from
the extensive bibliography on this problem �Garnesson and Giraudon� �		�� �Rosin� �		�� � The
methods of fusion consist in aggregating points of the chain into segments minimizing a distance
between the chain and a model of segment� The complementary methods concentrate on the
localization of the best �cut� points on the chain�

                        

Figure �	� Initial chains � Selection of �� salient groups from a network of ���� chains�

Detection of straight features

The segmentation technique we adopted is the application of a fast and stable method by
recursive division� A parameter of scale sets the amount of error allowed between portions
of the chain and the corresponding detected segments� The �nal cut points are labeled as
�corners� and added to a list of points of interests�

Perceptual organization of segments

The segments detected from the selected groups are then organized to remove redundant
information for a given scale� Overlapping segments are aggregated after evaluation of their
respective positions� distances and orientations�

A process of relaxation on the length of remaining segments prepares them for the detection
of junctions� For each iteration� we detect the intersections between segments and we derive
a function of energy from these intersections� Contributions from segments to this energy
are inversely proportional to the distance between the intersection and their end�points�
The length of segments intersecting near their end�points is reduced iteratively in order to
minimize this energy�

The output of this level is a set of straight lines allowing near intersections around their end�
points and complete intersections around their middle�point� Incorrect segments on curved parts
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are tolerated at this level� They will be compared to the detection of curved features at a higher
level of grouping�

                        

Figure ��� Detection of Segments with di�erent scales� Left � ��� segments� error of �
pixels� Right � �	� segments� error of �� pixels�

��� Curves

The problem of interpreting salient arcs on a chain of pixels is an extension of the detection of
segments since a curve can be always considered as a succession of tangent segments� The main
issues of this type of detection have been addressed in �Saund� �		�� � Using multiple scales of
detection� it is possible to identify the most salient arcs on a chain by minimizing the error between
a model of arc and the chain� the magnitude of discontinuities and by applying geometric criteria
to enforce the detection of unique arcs� This method however was limited to the approximation of
a chain by circular arcs�
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Figure ��� Eight elementary arcs based on the sign and variations of curvature and
orientation�

Detection of curved features

Our detection of curved features concentrates on the estimation of curvature along the chain
at a certain scale� A Gaussian derivative �lter has been applied to the points of chains using a
recursive implementation inspired by edge detection techniques �Deriche� �		�� � As a result
of this �lter� an estimate of orientation and curvature for each point in the chain can be used
to segment the chain as a curve�

Points of extreme curvature are added to the list of points of interest as possible corners or
inexion points�
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After elimination of parts of the curves with nearly zero of curvature 	 we de�ne �L�arcs� the
elementary arcs between two consecutive point of extreme curvature �Gao and Wong� �		��
� These arcs play the same role as the segments detected in the previous step�

Perceptual organization of arcs

The elementary arcs are grouped recursively in a way which is similar to that of the segments�
Grouping according to di�erent rules allows us to infer two classes of curves�

� Arcs rouped by proximity and similarity of curvature� They correspond to the aggrega�
tion of neighboring arcs with curvatures exclusively positive of negative�

� Arcs grouped by Continuity and Co�curvature� They correspond to possible circular
arcs�

                        

Figure �� Detection of Arcs with di�erent scales� Left � ��� arcs� scale alpha � ����
Right � ��� arcs� scale alpha � �����

                        

Figure ��� Groups of co�circular arcs with di�erent scales� Left � �� pairs of arcs� scale
alpha � ���� Right � � pairs of arcs� scale alpha � �����

�These parts have been already detected as �segments��

��



                        

Figure ��� Fitting of �� elliptic arcs and selection of � hypotheses of ellipses

The purpose of the two classes of arcs is to provide a higher level of grouping with features of
the same nature� that can be easily compared and manipulated� Again� this level of grouping lacks
the global information to allow a discrimination between curves and segments� The scales used for
the detection of arcs and segments are unlikely to be related� The function of this level is then to
provide the higher level of grouping with enough elements of representation to assist in making a
decision�

� High Level Grouping

The output of the previous level of grouping can be compared to a rough sketch of the geometric
structure of the scene� Segments� arcs and junctions are salient elements of representation� The
purpose of the high level grouping is to infer more complex elements of representation and to use
these elements for visual tasks� Extensions to this level of grouping can also be strongly inuenced
by the application expected from the analysis of the scene�

� Discrimination between visual elements�

A possible preliminary to many visual tasks is the de�nition of less ambiguous elements
of representation� By comparing the elements detected at multiple scales and keeping the
most stable features� it is possible to reduce the ambiguities between salient arcs and tangent
segments� The �nal decision to solve ambiguities can be taken using the Minimum Description
Length Approximation such as proposed in �Lindeberg and Li� �		�� �

� Inference of complex objects

The most natural extension of the previous level of grouping is the detection of more complex
features such as polygons� ellipses� or ribbons� These features can be directly extracted from
the geometric primitives as it is the case for the detection of vanishing points or polygons
from segments� or the construction of ellipses from elementary �C�arcs� � Fig� ���

They can also be inferred in a more generic way using inference frameworks such as Perceptual
Inference Networks as proposed by �Sarkar and Boyer� �		�a� � Such networks represent
knowledge about perceptual groups to detect as Bayesian graphs between relationships and
use them to detect complex groups from more simple primitives�

� Relationships between objects

This level can also be the starting point for the detection of more complex relationships
between visual elements such as symmetry� or continuity and inclusion of regions as suggested
by �Mohan and Nevatia� �		��

��



��� Junction grouping

The points of interest detected during the two previous steps de�ne simple junctions between
segments and between curves� Since these features are inferred from single chains� they allow only
the detection of simple junctions between consecutive primitives�

Detection of elementary junctions

This step is necessary to extract multiple junctions from the scene� First� double junctions
are de�ned from the intersections of segments� In the same way as segments and arcs� we
de�ne a scale of detection related to a distance of the search allowed around endpoints of
segments� This parameter allows the detection of �actual junctions�� when end�points of
segments actually meet� and �virtual junctions�� when the intersection occurs outside one of
the segments�

Multiple junctions

A simple comparison between segments around these junctions is enough to group them into
multiple junctions� Simple junctions sharing the same location and common segments are
aggregated into multiple junctions� Once the grouping of junctions has been performed� a
measure of con�dence is evaluated for each junction according to the presence of a point of
interest which lies in a close proximity to their location� This con�dence is used to validate
the junctions with detected corners and extrema of curvature�

                        

Figure ��� Left � Detection of ��� elementary Junctions from intesections between �	
segments� Right � ��� Junctions left after grouping�

��� Junction matching

We are currently extending the high level grouping to structural matching between elements of
representation extracted from two scenes or between a scene and a model� The algorithm� inspired
by �Chang and Aggarwal� �		�� � considers matching as a special case of temporal grouping� It is
generic and robust enough to be adapted to junction matching provided the de�nition of measures
of distances between junctions�

With the help of �perceptual neighborhoods� around features� the procedure iteratively matches
junctions between the two scenes � matching inter�pictures � according to perceptual relationships
such as intersections� proximity� symmetry� and uses these matching probabilities to activate or
inhibit neighbors around each primitive � matching inter�primitive �� As an illustration of this
algorithm� �gures �� to �
 summarizes the levels of organization of our approach� from contour
detection to junction matching�
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Figure ��� A junction and its Perceptual Match V�� and Temporal Match M���

Figure ��� Example of junction matching between two scenes � Images of intensity�

Figure ��� Contour detection�
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Figure �	� Selection of some salient groups after optimization of the saliency network�

Figure ��� Junctions detected from intersections between salient segments�

Figure ��� Most probable junction matches � selected from their temporal matching
scores�

�	



� Conclusion

We presented a complete system for progressive perceptual organization of linear structures�
As opposed to using a unique framework for the extraction of visual structures� our approach is
composed of three levels using representations of perceptual grouping adapted to each type of
organization�

The �rst level detects salient structures using a method derived from Saliency Networks� In
addition to providing a generic expression of this type of optimization scheme� our contribution to
the method includes a new formalism to evaluate the quality of a group� a di�erent algorithm to
enforce the convergence toward stable structures and a set of heuristics for the extraction of salient
structures after optimization�

The salient groups detected in the �rst level provide a focus of attention for the detection of
elements of representation� A modular approach to the second level of grouping allows our method
to be easily adapted to various situations using more or less specialized modules of segmentation�

The output of this framework are elements of representation organized as graphs of relationships�
Results for each level have been evaluated on arti�cial scenes� as well as indoor and natural images�
They con�rm the detection of salient structures at various scales of perception� The detection
is e�cient and stable� with little change of parameters from a scene to another� and robust to
perturbations� The total computational time needed� including pre�processing� range between �
and �� minutes for scenes up to 	��� ��� pixels� tested on PCs and workstations �Alquier� �		
� �

Future extensions are concentrated on the detection of more complex features� and the develop�
ment of multi�scale decisions to keep the most appropriate primitives� The short term applications
of our approach are the use of structural matching for �D reconstruction and automatic indexing
of images according to perceptual features�
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